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The aim of the present PhD thesis was to present, describe and interpret all those memorial 
formations, representations and processes that can be included into the topic of local, cultural 
and/or collective memorial forms, social problems in the city of Cluj-Napoca. I have analyzed the 
process of cultural memory production, the strategies of memory formation and the social usage 
of memory. I have proposed to analyze the organization, functioning and influence of memory 
construction and memorial processes in one single city. Pointing out Cluj-Napoca as the spot of 
my fieldwork, I was aiming to offer a more complete image on the usage of time, on dealing with 
the past and on the relation between memory and locality. The analysis of memory construction, 
spatialization and usage was based on the review and research of commemorative actions 
(memorial plaques and statues), respectively of commemorative rituals and festivities. 
 The analysis of memorial actions and memorial practice can be inevitably done from 
several point of view, respectively can be divided into two major blocks. On the one hand the 
present research focused on memory construction as a process, analyzing the practices of locating 
(created) past into public spaces and the historical aspect of memorial actions. The aim of this 
partial analysis was on the one hand the systematization of local formations of remembrance, on 
the other hand with the help of the former to answer to the question: how does the narrativization 
of time and the creation of memory (dating, conservation of memories, revealing of memorial 
plaques and statues) organize and (re)construct space, what events are made visible and 
spectacular by it. 
 The historical analysis of the memorial actions between 1442–2004 has raised several 
questions along the problem of accumulated time. Within the temporal or spatial level how could 
be developed such a perception that the present has its antecedents, respectively that the present 
of a society is in some kind of pragmatic or symbolic connection with the past? Within what 
social and political contexts rises the attention towards the past? What are the evoking actors of a 
more intensive attention towards the past? How does a society organize its own (hi)story? What 
are the procedures of the organization of memory? What picture arises within memorial actions? 
What events would start the remembrance through memorial plaques and statues etc., what kind 
of events, attitudes and narratives are presented by memorial actions? 
 Memorial practice as a symbolic taking possession or ritual usage of the past revealed 
another perspective of the research. Observing the maintenance and use of memory 
(commemorations, festivities) my aim was to present such symbolic mechanisms of the present 
which are somehow related to the events of the past. For the locals living the past, for this 
memorial community that can be sketched by a common past, remembrance is also a mechanism 
of identity production, forming and transforming the mentality of the local – and regional – 
society as well. Therefore further analysis was needed regarding the discourses which are 
produced and along which the memorial actions and commemorations are organized, the nature 
of memory that is constructed, the nature of the sustaining relations and the identity patterns 
offered to the members of the society.  
 The structure of the PhD thesis, the main chapters: 
I. INTRODUCTION 
1. The object of the thesis and the aim of the research 
2. The structure of the thesis 
II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK. TERMINOLOGY 
1. The cultural theory basis of the research 
2. Memory as social construction.. Terminology 
III. HISTORY OF RESEARCH. LITERATURE REVIEW 
1. Time, tradition, memory. Anthropological literature of collective knowledge 
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2. Research on Cluj-Napoca. Review 
IV. CITY – CONTEXT – RESEARCH 
1. Cluj and its society. The context of research 
2. Presentation of the rersearch. Methodology 
3. Data base and sources. Arranging the material 
V. MEMORIAL ACTIONS – PERIODS, TOPICS, FORMATIONS. ANALYSIS 
1. From the beginning to the reform period (1442–1799). Dating as a practical function 
2. From the reform period to the compromise (1800–1867). Dating as a memorial action 
3. From the compromise period to the union (1867–1918). The age of dualism – the nation`s 
memory 
5. The “short Hungarian world” (1940–1944). Reinstalled power – reconstructed memory 
6. From the end of WWII to the system change of 1898 (1945–1989). Communism and its 
construction of memory 
VI. MEMORIAL ACTIONS OF AN AGE. ORGANIZING MEMORY IN THE AGE OF 
DEMOCRACY (1989–2004) 
VII. CASE STUDY. ORGANIZATION AND USAGE OF THE MEMORY OF 1848–1849 
VIII. CONCLUSIONS 
IX. BIBLIOGRAPHY AND LIST OF SOURCES 
X. DATA BASE 
 I have presented the sketch of the work that has been done in Chapter I. 
 To the 20th century (moreover, to the beginning of the 21st century) the organization of 
memory has become one of the most sensitive questions of social scientific thinking, respectively 
one of the most fertile fields of social research. Within Chapters II and III I have pointed out the 
far-reaching nature of this scientific tradition, the results compiled by different disciplines and the 
raised topics, including their connections with each other. As the discourse on memory organizes 
itself within an interdisciplinary context, the points of historical, cultural and social sciences 
altogether are considered by me as essential parts of the theoretical framework of my research. I 
have built this framework on the most important statements of French sociology, British social 
anthropology, American cultural anthropology and last but not least of Hungarian ethnography. I 
consider these chapters as key parts of my work, as I have built up my research and interpretation 
in the light of the approach outlined here. 
 Besides the review of the related literature I have given an entire subdivision (III.2.) for 
the presentation of Cluj`s narrative construction. The widely defined literature of local history has 
oriented my attention towards the history of the space, of the spot, more precisely to the material 
and narrative representations of the local past. In these representations the past that happened and 
had been accumulated appeared as a useful, valuable and admirable national tradition. I have 
analyzed the sources regarding the period after 1989 separately. The creators of the texts, the 
erudite, the local historians reserved themselves the right to edit, correct and interpret history: 
revealing the sources they make abstract history visible and the past public property, they initiate 
the knowledge on the local society as democratic; and in continuous relation to this knowledge, 
also registering the memorial practice and writing along the tradition born about the formations 
of local past, they put into circulation in fact the representations of representations. 
 I have given a special attention to the ethnographic, anthropologic and sociologic research 
after 1989 (III.2.3.). I have also presented the research on the symbolic organization of space and 
the practices concerning space usage in Cluj, the studies on the nation-building discourses, the 
works on political remembrance and public rituals, the results on ethnicity and nationalism. 
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 In Chapter IV I have presented the context of my research, the process and the 
methodology in use, respectively I have systemized the collected material and corpus. Within the 
subsection concerning the presentation of the city and its society I have outlined separately: 1. the 
precedents of the city, the expanding endeavor (space organization, profile construction, 
establishment of the centre, industrial suburbs and residential areas) fulfilling the needs of 
demographical growth and interaction; 2. the shaping of the number of inhabitants (by nationality 
and religion); 3. to all the social events and all those events that were determined by relations of 
power, making my analysis more understandable. 
 I have given a separate subdivision to the questions of genre and typology of the sources, 
respectively to the systematization of the material, to the presentation of the Data Base`s 
structure and use (IV.3.). The Data Base includes the description of 730 inscriptions, memorial 
plaques, statues, busts and monuments. The enclosed CD contains the picture of 667 memorial 
formations. 
 In Chapter V. I have presented the dating and the memorial actions, making their analysis 
based on periods of time, themes and formations. The chronological division offered the 
possibility to compare these periods, to outline the differences and to analyze their relation to 
each other. Through the process of description and interpretation, the classification of memorial 
actions by themes and formations assured the transparency of my material. Therefore I have 
presented and interpreted the practice of memorial actions through several subsections. All these 
sections were closed with a separate conclusion part, thus here I have restricted myself to a few 
essential settlements.  
 The interest for the past and the need for its possession seems to be a constant determinant 
element of the local public life. The first dating goes back to the year 1442, while the first 
memorial plaque (about building) to 1450. The first statue (Holy Trinity) revealed within the 
space of the city dates back to 1744, while the first (Transylvanian) monument of a political 
nature (Státua) was built in 1831. The remembrance through memorial actions has been going on 
through the following centuries, up to our present days. It is important to point out that these 
actions were not all equal to the organization of memory in the sense that it has today, as long as 
we consider memorial actions as the ones representing the identity of different social groups, thus 
fighting with symbolic tools. (Modernity comes to create the memorial actions based on national 
consciousness, respectively consolidating it.) Dating, marks-leaving, remembrance are categories 
changing in time, having different connotations in different periods in time, enclosing different 
relations, attitudes. They have a common specificity from the point of view of my research: the 
objects and gestures addressed to public or quasi-public sphere have articulated social time, 
representing the time usage of the given society and – especially for the later ages – its use of the 
past. I have tried to explore the historical changing of functions of dating and memorial actions in 
this sense as well.  
 Regarding the content of memorial actions, several tendencies could be revealed. If we 
analyze the commemorated events, then the relation to time was the most outstanding aspect. 
This relation was the one to format the object of remembrance, too. In the beginning memory was 
constructed for the events taking place in the present, while later (today as well) the heightening 
of the past or of the events of the past was more important. In the beginning the featuring of the 
building of fortified buildings, houses and other built elements tied to individuals or to the 
community of the city, the circumstances of the building process were to be found within this 
tendency. In later periods, within the knowledge of accumulated past, with the intensification of 
retrospective relation, the events of the past are more and more present on the memorial plaques. 
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From the end of the 19th century this retrospective attitude becomes more and more intense, and 
the technique of past-creation becomes more and more elaborated and institutionalized. 
 Reviewing the periods of memorial actions it is to be seen that the procedure which at the 
beginning was a manifestation of the individual acts (civilians, princes, rulers) or of the 
achievements of the church and the city, from the 19th century turned into the manifestation of the 
nation. On the steps of the national movements of the reform period, the achievements of the 
group, the community outlined by a national basis were worth remembering. Along with this 
tendency, the language of memorial actions turned spectacularly from Latin to the national 
languages. 
 In case we would like to make valid statements about the ones to make the memorial 
actions, we have to emphasize again the process of institutionalization. The spatialization of 
memory was first determined by the individual intentions of the civilians or the decisions of the 
city council. Along the social differentiation of the reform period, those evoking memorial 
actions appeared under the form of different groups, societies, clubs, parties etc. These groups 
organized the gesture of speaking about the past and that of the spatialization of the past along 
their own interpretations. Thus they used to catch the attention (e.g. with naming the originator) 
because of the visualization of the great narratives (history of the state, national history, city 
history) or of the contents of their own past that was valid for the larger community (e.g. with 
their reference to the great narratives), or they made visible their own past and history. 
 Along the changing, transformation, disappearance of the social frames, memorial actions 
were followed by the change, transformation or disappearance of the visualized past put into 
representations. I proved this fact, their existence with the historical time-lines, and with the 
presentation and analysis of the related representations. 
 In Chapter VI. I have analyzed the memorial actions of the latest period. With the 
presentation of the memory organization between 1989 and 2004 I proved that important political 
and social changes also re-structure the relation to the past, respectively they reveal the 
differences between the former and the present system within memorial actions as well. The re-
interpretation of publicity, social space and social time, their filling with the past are seemingly 
constant endeavors of running or emancipatory groups of power. 
 In Chapter VIII. I have presented the construction and constant use of the memory of one 
single type of event: the revolution and war of independence of 1848–1849. The analysis 
includes the events of tradition-making, the interpretation of histories risen as results of changes 
of power and simultaneous power constellations, the attitudes of memorial actions, the strategies 
of negligence and legitimization. As a result we can state that cultural memory needs 
organization, it fulfills functions of legitimization and community organization and it serves 
interests of power.  
 „Tradition hence is a medium of identity.” (A. Giddens 1994: 80.) Attempts of affecting, 
renewing tradition, or even creating new traditions, target the sustenance, revitalization or 
transformation of individual or group identities. 
 As I have incorporated a huge period of time in my research, and due to the nature of the 
topic, I have studied the historical memory organization of the whole city (with the included 
ethnic groups), I have always felt a concern: what if the scale is too large for a detailed analysis. I 
have tried to balance the weight of this problem with my endeavor to show profound case studies, 
that is to give a cross-section of the social processes, of the social production and formation of 
meanings. I have looked upon these events as the fields where the preferences, attitudes, opinions 
of the city`s society arise, confront with each other or reach consensus. 
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 Concerning the abstracts of the thesis we have to mention the following: 
1. The first local memorial action that we know of dates back to 1442. Remembrance 

through memorial plaques and statues has been continuous ever since, and becoming more 
intensive starting with the 19th century. Regarding their nature, we have to outline on the one 
hand the presentation of the city that documents itself, developing and/or decreasing, on the other 
hand the perpetuation of the events that took place in the city, respectively the synchrony made 
between the life of the city and the events of history. In the beginning memorial actions used to 
serve the recording of the present, then, with the ages they focused more and more on the 
recording of the events of the more or less distant past. In connection with this we can say that 
regarding the recording of events and the evoking of the past the relation between the evoked 
event and the present changes from organic to organized relation, from functionalism to intention 
of legitimization. 
 2. The language of the memorial actions was first (since the 15th century as recorded) the 
official language of that time: Latin, then after the precedents of 16th century epitaphs, due to the 
actions of reform and of national movements it turned into the national languages. The 
dominating national language was Hungarian, but after the changes of 1918 Romanian appeared 
in the public space. Starting with the first part of the 20th century, choosing the language of 
remembrance generated ethnical conflicts. After World War II Romanian has become the 
dominant language, while Hungarian has slowly withdrawn from publicity. After the system 
change of 1989 the restructuring publicity came with the dominance of the Romanian language 
again, witnessing a lack of balance regarding Romanian and Hungarian. 
 The language of commemoration within inscriptions and commemorative rituals is 
festive, literary, being close sometimes to the biblical one, other times to political or to scientific 
language. 
 3. Through the centuries the place of memorial actions was organized according to a 
specific tendency: from isolated or quasi-public spaces it moved towards publicity, and from 
sacred spaces towards profane ones. In the 20th century another tendency appeared: ethnic groups 
driven out from the space of power organized their commemorations within ethnically 
homogeneous spaces (church, school). Thus we can record a withdrawal of memorial actions 
from the public space as well. 
 4. The originators of memory and the manufacturers of the memorial objects separate 
from each other. The latter was characterized more and more by a tendency of specialization, the 
manufacturing of memorial plaques, monuments and statues becoming the task of craftsmen 
(sculptors, casters etc.) and specific firms. 
 5. Dominant groups or institutions reserve the right of the spatialization of memory, the 
privilege of recording and visualizing the past for themselves. Through a historic research we 
could see that the church, determining the memorial actions from the beginning, starting with the 
19th century passed the privilege of remembrance to profane institutions. The control over time, 
the preservation of the past was more and more under the jurisdiction of profane institutions. 
Nevertheless, another tendency can be observed: groups or ethnic groups unable to appear within 
publicity withdraw to sacred contexts or nationally homogeneous – but more isolated – spaces. 
 6. Related to this commemorative rituals, leaving the space of the church and its 
supervision, have become more and more profane. The process of remembering, the ceremonial 
frame has remained as spectacular as it has always been, but it has been filled with profane 
content. Even secular memorial events have become more ritualized, but commemorative events 
mostly take place as political ceremonies, the manifestations of rival groups and ethnic 
communities. 
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 In a historical perspective we can say that commemorative actions have become more and 
more popular up to the end of the 20th century, addressing to more and more people, mobilizing 
more and more people. In the last decades another tendency also prevailed: with the 
particularization of memorial actions a part of the commemorative actions has become more and 
more professional, mobilizing smaller groups, visualizing the past of smaller social formations. 
Regarding the relations between Hungarians and Romanians, commemorative actions have 
divided the local society. But we can also state that the invented tradition within the Hungarian 
national frame started to produce integrative-unifying (similarity-demonstrating), respectively 
differentiative-divisive (difference-showing) routines.  
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